“Image Counts”

AutoSig Systems, Inc. Releases New Software to Enhance Security and
interface to Single Sign On

ATLANTA, GA – JUNE 4, 2018 NEWS RELEASE
AutoSig Systems, Inc. (ASI) of Grayson, Georgia, announces the release of Single Sign On interface for employees.
AutoSig has released an API (Application Interface) that allows employees to Sign On to their Network or System
one time. The interface then uses the AutoSig security table to determine employee authorizations for use within
AutoSig and AutoDoc. This avoids a second sign on or maintenance of separate passwords within AutoSig. The
best part is that it picks up the correct security within AutoSig to determine the level of access for the employee.
AutoSig contains robust security to grant exactly the authorization you desire. For example, employees may be
authorized for only one location, or one bank within a multibank network. Bank employee information may be
segregated to require higher level security or separate security entirely. Bank employees may be restricted to
approving transactions only up to a specific dollar amount before a higher level employee is required. Employees
may be restricted so that some employees can only view information, while a higher level of employee is
required to modify, add or delete information. Lending employees may be restricted as to the function available
(such as closing or underwriting) and may also be restricted as to dollar amount of their authorization.
The Single Sign On system or network security will probably be setup to require password changes in a specified
time period and may force logoff entirely for inactivity within a short period. The Single Sign On interface from
ASI uses the existing network or system security without separate maintenance of these parameters within the
AutoSig system.
With so many Black Hat players in the modern world attempting to steal your critical information it is good to
know that the system you use to authorize high dollar transactions such as checks and wire transfers has the
security that you need to keep out the bad guys.
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About AutoSig Systems
ASI is an innovator of image document technology that invents and develops solutions for Signature
Identification, Document Imaging, Customer Verification and Fraud Detection for the banking and financial
community. For over 40 years, banks and financial institutions have selected our software and services to
positively impact their operations and help them better verify critical transactions and store important
documents. As an independent and innovative software provider, our Customers never have to change software
vendors to incorporate state of the art technology and security. With a history of creating and inventing efficient
technology, algorithms and compressions we have set industry standards and perfected the details of image
technology. Many of our bank customers say, “it just simply works well.’ With customer relationships built upon
trust, security and the importance of technology, ASI is an ideal partner to deliver your image automation needs
when the image counts.
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